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patients	 with	 epilepsy,	 and	 that	 they	 may	 point	 to	 the	 seizure-onset	 zone.	 However,	 mechanisms	
underpinning	the	emergence	of	scalp	fast	oscillations,	and	whether	they	differ	from	those	of	 interictal	
epileptic	discharges	 (IEDs),	 are	yet	 to	be	understood.	The	visibility	of	 cortical	electric	 activity	on	 scalp	
EEG	 recordings	 is	 dependent	 on	 two	 factors:	 the	 characteristics	 of	 the	 cortical	 generator	 and	 the	
background	level.	We	studied	this	issue	using	scalp	EEG	recordings	and	detailed	simulations,	with	a	finite	
element	 model	 including	 8	 million	 elements	 and	 8	 different	 tissues.	 We	 observed	 an	 almost	 linear	
relationship	between	 the	amplitude	of	 scalp	electric	potential	and	 the	extent	of	 the	generator	on	 the	
cortex.	However,	this	relationship	 is	subject	to	substantial	variability,	with	variations	 in	factors	greater	
than	3	occurring	simply	by	changing	the	location	on	the	cortex	of	generators	of	fixed	extent.	In	addition,	
we	 showed	 that	 the	background	power	 in	 scalp	EEG	 recordings	decreases	at	higher	 frequency	bands,	
being	inversely	proportional	to	a	power	of	2.5	of	the	frequency.	In	the	specific	case	of	fast	oscillations,	
they	 can	 be	 detected	within	 the	 lower	 noise	 level	 of	 the	 ripple	 band	 (80-200	 Hz)	 even	 though	 their	
median	amplitude	on	scalp	EEG	recordings	is	more	than	10	times	smaller	than	IEDs	and	consistent	with	
cortical	 generators	 of	 approximately	 1	 cm
2
.	 In	 conclusion,	 the	 physics	 governing	 the	 propagation	 of	
electrical	 activity	 from	 the	 brain	 to	 the	 scalp	 are	 consistent	 with	 the	 hypothesis	 that	 scalp	 fast	












Fast	 oscillations	 (FO)	 in	 scalp	 EEG	 recordings	 have	 been	 described	 in	 epileptic	 patients,	 in	 pediatric	
interictal	 (Wu	et	al.,	 2008;	Yamazaki	et	al.,	 2009)	and	 ictal	 (Kobayashi	et	al.,	 2004;	 Inoue	et	al.,	 2008;	
Kobayashi	et	al.,	2010)	recordings,	and	more	recently	in	adult	interictal	recordings	(Andrade-Valença	et	
al.,	2011;	von	Ellenrieder	et	al.,	2012;	Melani	et	al.,	2013;	Zelmann	et	al.,	2013).	These	interictal	scalp	FO	
studies	 in	 adults	 define	 the	 FOs	 as	 events	 that	 stand	 out	 of	 the	 background,	 with	 an	 approximately	
sinusoidal	shape,	and	a	duration	of	at	least	four	cycles.	The	adult	studies	correspond	to	three	cohorts	of	
focal	 epilepsy	 patients,	 two	 from	 the	 Montreal	 Neurological	 Institute	 and	 one	 from	 the	 University	
Medical	Center	Freiburg,	with	different	filters	and	sampling	rates.	In	two	of	the	studies	the	events	were	
marked	by	different	expert	neurologists,	and	in	the	other	two	by	different	semiautomatic	detectors.	The	
epileptic	 origin	 of	 these	 events	 is	 evidenced	 by	 the	 fact	 that	 in	 all	 the	 studies	 the	 FOs	 occurred	 in	
channels	also	showing	Interictal	Epileptic	Discharges	(IED).	In	fact,	scalp	FOs	were	reported	to	occur	in	a	
large	 proportion	 at	 the	 same	 time	 as	 IEDs,	 but	 were	 less	 sensitive	 and	 more	 specific	 than	 IEDs	 in	
identifying	the	seizure	onset	zone	(Andrade-Valença	et	al.,	2011;	Melani	et	al.,	2013).		
Mechanisms	 underlying	 the	 emergence	 of	 scalp	 FOs	 are	 largely	 unknown.	 Specifically,	 it	 is	 unclear	
whether	events	seen	on	scalp	correspond	to	cortical	generators	producing	 intracranial	high	 frequency	
oscillations	(HFOs),	which	have	been	reported	as	biomarkers	of	the	seizure	onset	zone	in	focal	epilepsy	
(Jacobs	 et	 al.,	 2012;	 Zijlmans	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 HFOs	 are	 usually	 seen	 only	 in	 two	 or	 three	 contacts	
simultaneously	 in	stereo	EEG	recordings	with	5	mm	contact	separation,	and	 in	one	or	 two	contacts	 in	







scalp	 (Tao	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 Then,	 it	 would	 seem	 unlikely	 that	 the	 small	 generators	 associated	 with	
intracranial	 HFOs	 could	 produce	 detectable	 activity	 on	 the	 scalp.	 However,	 the	 background	 level	
decreases	at	higher	frequencies	(Freeman	and	van	Dijk,	1987;	Freeman	et	al.,	2000;	Huigen	et	al.,	2002;	
Horikawa	 et	 al.,	 2003)	 improving	 the	 visibility	 of	 small	 amplitude	 events	 and	 perhaps	 facilitating	 the	
detection	of	scalp	potentials	related	to	such	small	generators.	
Evidence	 of	 a	 relationship	 between	 intracranial	 and	 scalp	 fast	 activity	 was	 recently	 reported	 in	
simultaneous	 subdural	 and	 scalp	 EEG	 recordings	 (Zelmann	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 	 In	 this	 study,	we	 explore	 in	
detail	 the	 relationship	 between	 the	 extent	 of	 cortical	 generators	 and	 the	 related	 electric	 potential	
amplitude	 on	 the	 scalp	 through	 simulations,	 and	 we	 analyze	 scalp	 EEG	 recordings	 to	 determine	 the	
behavior	of	the	noise	at	different	frequencies.	Combining	the	findings	we	show	that	recorded	scalp	FOs	
could	indeed	be	produced	by	small	cortical	generators.	Then,	the	possibility	of	scalp	FOs	and	intracranial	




We	 studied	 the	 relationship	 between	 the	 extent	 of	 the	 cortical	 generators	 and	 the	 resulting	 scalp	
electric	 potential	 distribution	 through	 simulations.	We	 solved	 the	Maxwell	 equations	 in	 an	 extremely	




A	 detailed	 head	 model	 was	 built	 based	 on	 the	 Colin27	 high	 resolution	 MRI	 segmentation	 of	 the	
Montreal	 Neurological	 Institute	 (Aubert-Broche	 et	 al.,	 2006).	 A	 mesh	 with	 more	 than	 8	 million	
tetrahedral	elements	was	created	using	the	iso2mesh	software	(Fang	and	Boas,	2009).	This	resulted	in	
tetrahedra	 of	 less	 than	 1	 mm	 side,	 with	 local	 refining	 in	 the	 neighborhood	 of	 the	 cortex.	 Isotropic	
conductivity	was	assumed	for	8	tissues	 included	 in	the	model:	skin	and	muscle	(0.435	S/m),	 fat	 (0.078	
S/m),	bone	(0.0064	S/m),	marrow	(0.0286	S/m),	major	blood	vessels	(0.49	S/m),	cerebrospinal	fluid	(CSF;	
1.79	S/m),	gray	matter	(0.333	S/m),	and	white	matter	(0.142	S/m).	The	electric	conductivity	values	were	
selected	 from	 the	 relevant	 literature	 (Bauman	 et	 al.,	 1997;	 Ramon	 et	 al.,	 2006;	 Gabriel	 et	 al.,	 2009;	
Dannhauer	 et	 al.,	 2011;	 Choi	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 A	 slice	 of	 the	 head	model	 showing	 the	mesh	 and	 electric	







We	simulated	generators	only	on	the	cortical	 surface	of	 the	 left	hemisphere,	which	was	tessellated	 in	












curvature	of	 the	 involved	portion	of	 the	 cortical	 surface;	we	 computed	 the	exact	 area	on	 the	 cortical	
surface	and	refer	to	 it	as	the	cortical	extent	of	the	generators.	 In	experimental	studies	the	extent	of	a	
generator	is	often	computed	based	on	the	number	of	channels	showing	activity	on	a	subdural	grid	(Tao	
et	 al.,	 2005;	 Tao	 et	 al.,	 2007;	 Hashiguchi	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 For	 comparison	 purposes	 we	 computed	 the	
subdural	extent	of	the	generators	as	the	area	of	the	projection	of	the	generator	onto	the	inside	of	the	
skull.	To	compute	this	subdural	extent	we	projected	the	cortical	generator	on	the	surface	delimiting	the	






electrodes	are	subsets	of	 this	 system.	The	computation	was	done	with	a	Galerking	 formulation	of	 the	
FEM,	assuming	linear	variation	of	the	electric	potential	on	each	element	(Hutton,	2004;	Wolters,	2006).	
In	 some	cases	we	added	 simulated	noise	 to	 the	 simulation	 results,	 to	 show	examples	of	 the	 resulting	
visual	 effect	 on	 the	 scalp	 electric	 potential	 distribution.	 The	 added	 noise	 is	 a	 simulation	 of	 scalp	 EEG	
background	 obtained	 as	 the	 combined	 effect	 of	 6,000	 dipolar	 sources	 at	 random	 locations	 on	 the	
cortical	surface	and	with	normally	distributed	intensities	(de	Munck	et	al.,	1992).	We	define	the	Signal	to	
Noise	 Ratio	 (SNR)	 as	 the	 ratio	 between	 the	maximum	 of	 the	 absolute	 value	 of	 the	 electric	 potential	
produced	 by	 the	 generator	 and	 the	 standard	 deviation	 of	 the	 simulated	 noise	 on	 the	 scalp.	 The	
probability	of	detecting	a	 signal	of	 interest	 immersed	 in	 the	noise	will	 depend	on	 the	 SNR	value.	 The	
extent	of	the	scalp	electric	potential	distribution	for	noisy	measurements	can	be	defined	as	the	number	
of	channels	in	which	the	electric	potential	related	to	the	generators	is	sufficiently	larger	than	the	noise	
level.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 noiseless	 simulations,	 this	 definition	 of	 the	 scalp	 extent	 cannot	 be	 used.	 In	 this	
situation	we	arbitrarily	define	the	scalp	extent	of	the	electric	potential	distribution	as	the	percentage	of	
channels	in	which	the	absolute	amplitude	of	the	electric	potential	is	greater	than	half	the	maximum.	
Another	 issue	of	 interest	was	the	noise	 level	of	scalp	EEG	measurements	at	different	 frequencies.	We	
studied	 this	 from	 scalp	 EEG	 recordings	 of	 a	 previous	 study	 (Andrade-Valença	 et	 al.,	 2011).	 In	 these	
recordings	the	events	of	interest	consisted	of	interictal	epileptic	activity	(IEDs	and	FOs),	and	we	refer	to	
everything	 else	 as	 noise.	 Unlike	 above,	 where	 noise	 was	 a	 Gaussian	 signal,	 this	 definition	 of	 noise	
includes	all	 the	background	brain	activity,	artifacts,	and	noise	generated	by	the	measuring	equipment.	
The	data	correspond	to	30-minute	scalp	EEG	recordings	during	non-REM	sleep	of	15	patients	with	focal	
epilepsy.	 The	 patients	 underwent	 EEG-telemetry	 investigation	 at	 the	Montreal	 Neurological	 Institute	
(MNI).	 The	 study	was	 approved	 by	 the	MNI	 and	Hospital	 Research	 Ethics	 Committee	 and	 all	 patients	
signed	 an	 informed	 consent.	 The	 clinical	 purpose	 of	 EEG-telemetry	 included	 determination	 of	 seizure	
classification	 and	 epilepsy	 syndrome,	 and	 pre-surgical	 evaluation.	 More	 information	 regarding	 the	
patients	can	be	found	in	the	original	study	(Andrade-Valença	et	al.,	2011).	
Recordings	were	performed	using	 the	Harmonie	monitoring	 system	 (Stellate,	Montreal,	Canada),	with	
scalp	 electrodes	 placed	 according	 to	 the	 International	 10–20	 system,	 with	 additional	 zygomatic	




We	 excluded	 them	 from	 the	 analysis	 since	 the	 aim	 was	 to	 study	 the	 noise	 behavior,	 and	 in	 these	
patients	the	contribution	of	the	events	of	interest	represented	a	noticeable	fraction	of	the	total	power.	
In	 the	 remaining	 patients	 the	 combined	 duration	 and	 energy	 of	 the	 interictal	 events	 was	 negligible	
compared	 to	 the	noise.	Additionally,	 some	channels	were	excluded	due	 to	malfunction	or	 continuous	
artifacts.	This	resulted	in	a	total	of	375	channels	from	13	patients.	
The	power	line	interference	was	removed	from	the	recordings	using	adaptive	filtering	phased	locked	to	
the	 power	 line	 frequency	 (60	 Hz)	 and	 its	 harmonics.	 Then,	 we	 computed	 the	 noise	 power	 spectral	
density	 (PSD)	 to	 analyze	 the	 variations	 of	 noise	 level	with	 frequency.	We	 estimated	 the	 PSD	 of	 each	
channel	with	a	weighted	periodogram	using	Welsh	method	(Hamming	window,	50%	overlap),	with	0.5	
Hz	frequency	resolution,	averaging	the	whole	30	minutes	recordings.	
Finally,	 we	 studied	 the	 signals	 corresponding	 to	 scalp	 interictal	 events	 in	 order	 to	 investigate	 the	
possible	associated	cortical	generators.	This	was	done	with	 the	same	recordings	as	 the	noise	analysis.	
Epileptic	 interictal	events	consisting	of	 IEDs	(1-40	Hz),	 fast	gamma	(40-80	Hz)	and	ripple	 (80	–	200	Hz)	





computed	 the	 SNR	of	 every	 event	 in	 each	 subband,	 and	 assigned	 the	 event	 to	 the	 subband	with	 the	
highest	SNR.	The	precise	timing	and	duration	of	the	event	were	automatically	selected	to	maximize	the	





of	 the	 events	 was	 computed	 as	 the	 square	 root	 of	 the	 average	 power.	 The	 relationship	 between	






scatter	 plot	 of	 the	maximum	 absolute	 value	 of	 the	 electric	 potential	 vs.	 cortical	 generator	 extent	 for	
each	of	the	20000	simulated	generators	is	show	in	Fig.	2a,	and	vs.	the	subdural	generator	extent	in	Fig	
2b.	 The	 median	 of	 the	 scalp	 electric	 potential	 amplitude	 for	 the	 tested	 cortical	 generators	 is	








	 percentiles,	 which	 is	 almost	 constant	 for	 the	 cortical	 generator	 extent,	 but	
decreases	a	little	for	generators	with	larger	subdural	extent.	
The	maximum	amplitude	 of	 scalp	 EEG	 recordings	 also	 depends	 on	 the	 distance	 between	 neighboring	









noiseless	 simulations	 is	 mostly	 due	 to	 generators	 centered	 on	 sulcal	 walls.	 As	 the	 extent	 of	 these	



















the	amplitude	 (note	 the	different	color	 scales).	The	effect	of	additive	noise	 is	shown	 in	 the	 remaining	
panels.	 Fig.	 3c	 shows	 the	 scalp	 potential	 of	 the	 large	 generator	with	 added	 noise	 (SNR=3,	where	 the	
signal	is	the	maximum	amplitude	of	the	scalp	potential).	If	the	same	absolute	amount	of	noise	is	added	
to	 the	 scalp	 potential	 of	 the	 small	 generator,	 the	 distribution	 and	 detection	 probability	 are	 severely	
affected	(Fig.	3e).	But	if	the	noise	level	is	lower,	so	as	to	maintain	the	same	SNR	(Fig.	3f),	the	detection	
probability	 and	 scalp	 extent	 (i.e.	 the	 number	 of	 channels	 in	which	 the	 amplitude	 is	 sufficiently	 larger	






power	 is	 proportional	 to	 the	 frequency	 to	 a	 power	 of	 -2.5,	 shown	 as	 a	 black	 dotted	 line	 in	 Fig.	 4.	 At	




is	 due	mostly	 to	 the	 electronic	 noise	 of	 the	 amplifiers.	 It	 is	 equivalent	 to	 45	 nV/Hz
1/2









indicating	 that	 the	 weakest	 detected	 events	 had	 usually	 twice	 the	 amplitude	 of	 the	 background,	
regardless	 of	 the	 frequency	 band.	 The	median	 of	 the	 signal	 to	 noise	 ratio	 in	 the	 different	 frequency	
bands	has	a	maximum	of	5	(RMS	amplitude	of	the	signal	5	times	larger	than	the	background	level)	for	
the	IEDs	in	the	gamma	band	(20	–	40	Hz),	and	a	minimum	of	about	3	for	the	highest	frequency	subband	
of	 the	 ripple	 band	 (160	 –	 200	 Hz).	 The	 relatively	 stable	 median	 SNR	 across	 frequencies	 may	 seem	
unexpected,	but	it	simply	indicates	that	in	all	the	frequency	bands	the	distribution	is	skewed,	with	more	
weak	events	with	SNR	slightly	larger	than	the	detection	threshold,	so	the	median	will	not	be	much	larger	
than	 this	 threshold.	 Note	 that	 the	 highest	 SNR	 values	 do	 show	 an	 important	 decrease	 for	 higher	
frequency	bands.	This	means	that	strong	IEDs	stand	out	of	the	background	more	clearly	than	FOs,	but	
there	 is	 relatively	 low	 proportion	 of	 strong	 IEDs	 in	 each	 frequency	 band	 and	 they	 affect	 the	median	
minimally.	
We	 also	 computed	 the	 hypothetical	 relative	 extent	 of	 the	 generators	 associated	 with	 the	 interictal	
events.	This	was	done	by	computing	 the	median	amplitude	value	of	 the	350	events	with	highest	RMS	
amplitude	in	each	frequency	band;	we	selected	350	events	since	this	was	roughly	the	smallest	number	








Our	 findings	 indicate	 that	 there	 is	a	 large	variability	 in	 the	 relationship	between	the	extent	of	cortical	
generators	and	the	amplitude	of	the	electric	potential	distribution	they	produce	on	the	scalp,	and	that	








generators,	as	seen	 in	Fig.	2.	This	can	be	explained	by	 the	partial	cancellation	of	 the	electric	 field	and	






for	 smaller	 generators	 as	 seen	 in	 Fig.	 2c.	 For	 small	 generators	 there	will	 be	 a	 large	 difference	 in	 the	
involved	cortical	area	and	total	generator	strength	between	generators	on	the	sulci	walls,	with	subdural	
extent	much	smaller	than	the	actual	cortical	extent,	and	on	the	gyri,	with	similar	subdural	and	cortical	
extents.	A	very	 large	variability	has	been	 reported	 for	 small	 artificial	 generators	 (Cooper	et	al.,	1965).	










	 will	 produce	 a	 higher	 scalp	 potential	 than	 5%	 of	 the	 10	 cm
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model	 geometric	 details,	 and	 including	more	 tissues	 than	 in	 standard	 simulations	 (such	 as	 fat,	 bone	
marrow,	and	blood	vessels),	probably	contributed	to	the	resulting	high	variability.	
Note	 that	 the	 variability	 analyzed	 in	 the	 previous	 paragraph	 is	 due	 only	 to	 different	 positions	 of	 the	
simulated	generators	on	the	cortex.	The	actual	variability	of	the	scalp	potential	produced	by	generators	
of	 a	 given	 extent	 is	 quite	 probably	 larger.	 Note	 for	 instance	 that	 all	 the	 simulated	 generators	 have	








generator	 strength	 could	 also	 vary	 with	 the	 spatial	 extent	 of	 the	 generator;	 the	 discharges	 of	 small	
populations	 could	 be	 more	 easily	 synchronized,	 increasing	 the	 strength	 per	 unit	 area,	 or	 a	 smaller	
generator	 could	correlate	with	a	 lower	proportion	of	neuronal	 involvement,	decreasing	 the	 generator	
strength.	 Different	 types	 of	 events	 could	 also	 recruit	 a	 different	 proportion	 of	 the	 total	 neuronal	
population	of	a	given	region,	and/or	the	frequency	of	the	activity	could	facilitate	or	discourage	temporal	
synchrony.	The	degree	to	which	these	factors	affect	the	generator	strength	should	be	studied	in	detail,	
but	 it	 is	certain	that	they	will	 introduce	some	variability.	Since	the	scalp	potential	amplitude	is	directly	
proportional	 to	 the	 generator	 strength	 (Geselowitz,	 1967)	 all	 its	 variability	 will	 directly	 translate	 into	
variability	of	the	scalp	electric	potential	amplitude.		
It	is	well	known	that	the	skull	acts	as	a	spatial	low-pass	filter,	blurring	the	electric	potential	distribution	
on	 the	 scalp	 as	 compared	 to	 the	 subdural	 electric	potential	 distribution.	 This	blurring	means	 that	 the	
scalp	 potential	 of	 distributed	 cortical	 generators	 of	 different	 extent	 can	 have	 very	 similar	 spatial	
distribution,	differing	only	in	amplitude	as	seen	in	the	example	of	Fig.	3.		
While	 the	 general	 direct	 relationship	 between	 scalp	 amplitude	 and	 generators	 extent	 is	 expected,	 it	
must	 be	 noted	 that	 the	 noise	 level	 is	 as	 important	 as	 the	 electric	 potential	 amplitude	 produced	by	 a	
generator	 in	 determining	 if	 it	 will	 be	 visible	 on	 the	 scalp.	 In	 fact,	 if	 the	 proportion	 between	 signal	
amplitude	 and	 noise	 level	 or	 signal	 to	 noise	 ratio	 (SNR)	 is	 the	 same	 for	 two	 generators	 of	 different	
extent,	both	will	have	 the	 same	probability	of	being	detected	 (example	 in	Fig.	3).	 In	other	words,	 the	
detectability	and	scalp	extent	of	a	cortical	generator	in	the	scalp	is	directly	related	to	the	SNR.	
The	 first	 conclusion	 we	 can	 draw	 then	 is	 that	 there	 is	 a	 large	 variability	 in	 the	 extent	 of	 generators	
producing	detectable	scalp	activity.	This	suggests	that	results	reporting	the	minimum	extent	necessary	
to	 detect	 scalp	 activity	 (Cooper	 et	 al.,	 1965;	 Tao	 et	 al.,	 2007;	 Hashiguchi	 et	 al.,	 2007)	 should	 not	 be	




most	 of	 the	 generators	 of	 extent	 between	 10	 to	 20	 cm
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brain	 activity,	 i.e.	 neuronal	 activity	 unrelated	 to	 the	 generator	 under	 study,	 electrochemical	 activity	
originating	 in	the	 interface	between	the	electrode	and	the	skin,	and	electronic	noise	generated	by	the	
measuring	 amplifiers	 (Horikawa	 et	 al.,	 2003).	 The	 background	 brain	 activity	 predominates	 at	 usual	







The	noise	PSD	 in	our	 scalp	 recordings	 is	 inversely	proportional	 to	 the	 frequency	 to	a	power	of	2.5,	as	
seen	 in	 Fig.	 4.	 This	 is	 in	 concordance	 with	 intracranial	 EEG	 recordings	 (Freeman	 and	 van	 Dijk,	 1987;	
Freeman	 et	 al.,	 2000).	 As	 the	 frequency	 increases	 and	 the	 background	 activity	 level	 decreases,	 the	









The	analysis	of	 the	 interictal	events	 in	Fig.	5	shows	that	 the	median	of	 the	signal	 to	noise	 ratio	 in	 the	
different	frequency	bands	has	a	maximum	of	5	in	the	20	–	40	Hz	band.	The	SNR	decreases	in	the	lowest	








suggesting	 that	 there	 is	 also	 some	decrease	 in	 the	 signal	 to	background	brain	activity	 level	 for	higher	
frequency	bands.		
The	number	of	 events	 in	 each	 frequency	band	 is	 related	 to	 the	 SNR	of	 the	 events	 in	 that	 band,	with	
variations	among	bands	much	more	important	than	the	variations	in	SNR.	Note	that	in	each	frequency	
band,	 regardless	 of	 the	maximum	 SNR	 values,	 there	 are	 always	weak	 events,	 barely	 detectable.	 This	
indicates	 that	 there	 is	 a	 continuum	of	 possible	 amplitudes	 for	 the	 events,	 and	 in	 each	 band	only	 the	
ones	with	 amplitude	 large	 enough	 as	 to	 stand	 out	 of	 the	 noise	 are	 detected.	 Hence,	 the	 number	 of	
events	in	the	ripple	band	is	quite	probably	much	larger,	but	only	the	strongest	ones	are	detected	in	the	
scalp.	This	would	be	consistent	with	scalp	FO	being	related	to	intracranial	HFO	generators,	since	the	rate	
of	 intracranial	 HFOs	 was	 higher	 than	 that	 of	 scalp	 FOs	 in	 patients	 with	 simultaneous	 recordings	
(Zelmann	et	al.,	2013).	
Given	the	high	sensitivity	of	the	number	of	detected	events	to	the	SNR,	even	a	minor	 improvement	in	
SNR	could	drastically	 increase	 the	number	of	detected	events.	A	practical	way	 to	accomplish	 it	 in	our	
setup	 would	 be	 by	 using	 denser	 electrode	 covering	 on	 the	 scalp.	 The	 halving	 of	 the	 interelectrode	
distance	associated	with	a	change	from	10-20	to	10-10	based	electrode	systems	would	increase	the	SNR	
by	 20%	 according	 to	 the	 simulation	 results,	 which	 would	 lead	 to	 a	 large	 increase	 in	 the	 number	 of	
detectable	 events,	 as	 suggested	 by	 the	 results	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 5.	 These	 results	 agree	with	 the	 findings	
reported	by	Zelmann	et	al.	(2013),	in	which	the	scalp	activity	resulting	from	simulated	1	cm2	generators	





extent	of	 the	generators	of	 the	 scalp	FOs	was	 shown	 in	Fig.	6.	 It	 suggests	 that	 if	a	 fixed	deterministic	
relationship	between	amplitude	and	generator	extent	 is	adopted,	 the	average	extent	of	 the	strongest	
ripple	oscillations	will	be	up	to	20	or	30	times	smaller	than	the	average	generator	extent	of	the	strongest	
IEDs.	Note	that	to	arrive	to	this	result	we	only	made	use	of	the	RMS	amplitude	of	actual	events	in	scalp	
EEG	 recordings	 and	 of	 an	 assumption	 of	 almost	 linear	 relationship	 between	 scalp	 electric	 potential	
amplitude	and	generator	extent,	which	was	obtained	from	simulations	but	is	totally	reasonable.	The	fact	
that	these	low	amplitude	events	are	detectable	is	simply	related	to	the	lower	noise	level	of	the	higher	
frequency	 bands.	 This	 is	 certainly	 an	 oversimplification,	 and	 large	 deviations	 from	 this	 average	 result	
could	be	expected.	Even	so,	a	20	 times	 ratio	between	 the	generator	extent	of	 strong	 IEDs	and	strong	
scalp	ripple	oscillations	is	consistent	with	values	found	in	the	literature	if	we	assume	that	the	generators	







small	 cortical	 generators	was	also	 found	by	 Zelmann	et	 al.	 (2013)	 in	 simultaneous	 scalp	and	 subdural	
EEG	recordings.	




events	recorded	at	higher	 frequency	bands	 is	more	than	10	times	smaller	 than	the	amplitude	of	 IEDs,	
which	 would	 be	 expected	 if	 the	 underlying	 cortical	 generators	 were	 smaller.	 The	 fact	 that	 small	
generators	 can	 produce	 visible	 scalp	 potentials	 can	 be	 explained	 in	 part	 by	 the	 variability	 in	 the	
relationship	between	scalp	amplitude	and	generator	extent,	and	 in	part	because	 the	noise	 is	 lower	 in	
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distribution	 of	 a	 generator	 with	 subdural	 extent	 10	 cm
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Figure	 6:	 Hypothetical	 median	 generator	 extent	 of	 the	 strongest	 interictal	 events	 as	 a	 function	 of	
frequency,	relative	to	the	median	generator	extent	of	the	120	–	160	Hz	frequency	band.	
	
